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UK funding agencies

• Funds all astronomy, particle astrophysics and particle 
physics projects in the UK. 

• Also funds science exploitation of space missions. 

• Responsible for strategic decisions on the UK civil space 
programme and provides a clear, single voice for UK space 
ambitions (c.f. interactions with ESA). 

• Takes advice on scientific merits of proposed science 
missions from STFC.



This time last year….



UK CMB White Paper for input to 2016 STFC review

• Intended audience: STFC.
• ~25 pages.
• Summarised future CMB science goals.
• Identified key UK strengths & expertise
• Proposed a roadmap for substantial UK 
engagement in future of field.  



Headline recommendation 1

• Builds on existing UK participation in Stage 3 experiments e.g.  ACT, 
Polarbear/Simons Array, SPIDER etc. 



Headline recommendation 1

• We now have significant levels of UK membership in SO collaboration 
including members from Cardiff, Cambridge, Imperial, Manchester, 
Oxford & Sussex. UK groups actively contributing to TWG and SWG 
work. UK co-leads three SO science working groups.

• We also have ambitions to make a significant instrumental 
contribution to SO…

• Builds on existing UK participation in Stage 3 experiments e.g.  ACT, 
Polarbear/Simons Array, SPIDER etc. 



Headline recommendation 1

• We submitted a “Statement of Interest” to STFC proposing to build 5 
complete “optics tubes” for SO large aperture telescope + major 
contributions to pipeline and analysis. 

• Science case well received, but STFC unable to fund it at this time due 
to financial restrictions. 

• Recommendation to invite a revised proposal after forthcoming STFC 
Astronomy & PA reviews if a new STFC project this size appears 
financially feasible at that time.  At best, this means ~2 year delay. 

• Exploring other options (ERC synergy grant) with European partners .



Headline recommendation 2

• One strand could build on UK optics and detector expertise, again 
potentially including self-contained UK-built instruments. 

• A second strand could be a dedicated low frequency telescope(s) – 
“NextBASS” – in the 8-30 GHz building on C-BASS (and QUIJOTE) 
heritage and drawing on expertise and technology from SKA. 

• Work as part of larger European effort to progress a CMB-S4 
northern site option? 



Headline recommendation 2

• One strand could build on UK optics and detector expertise, again 
potentially including self-contained UK-built instruments. 

• A second strand could be a dedicated low frequency telescope(s) – 
“NextBASS” – in the 8-30 GHz building on C-BASS (and QUIJOTE) 
heritage and drawing on expertise and technology from SKA. 

• Work as part of larger European effort to progress a CMB-S4 
northern site option? 

• Nothing major to report here - tied in with wider European effort. 



• UK already fully embedded in CORE collaboration and making major 
contributions to many areas of CORE proposal (e.g. scan strategy, 
component separation, lensing science etc.)

Headline recommendation 3
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Headline recommendation 3

• UK played a major role in CORE proposal but unfortunately not 
selected by ESA.

• Now engaging with LiteBIRD as part of wider European effort (see 
Erminia’s talk). 



Proposed UK CMB Roadmap



• STFC recently completed “Balance of Programs” review. Little 
mention of CMB area in the panel’s report…



STFC next steps

• Our challenge is to open up a new line of funding in the STFC 
astronomy program in a very harsh funding environment. 

• The CMB science case is consistently well received and the UK 
profile in this area is acknowledged to be very strong. 

• STFC will conduct reviews of Astronomy and Particle Astrophysics 
programs in Q3 2018 (feeding into next BoP review in 2019). 

• CMB projects (e.g. CMB-S4, LiteBIRD) must feature prominently in 
these reviews if they are to receive future STFC (or UKSA) funding. 



THE END


